FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GULF OIL GROWS WITH FALCON OIL
Falcon Oil Converts Pennsylvania Locations to Gulf
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts – January 24, 2017 – Gulf Oil, an iconic company recognized
for its supply expertise, brand experience and trusted legacy, has increased its reach in
Pennsylvania through an expanded relationship with Falcon Oil. With this expansion, Gulf will
provide branded wet barrel supply to several of the Blakely, Pennsylvania-based company’s
stations throughout the region.
Three of Falcon Oil’s retail gas stations have recently converted to Gulf from another major oil
brand, and it is anticipated that two more of the company’s stations in the Scranton,
Pennsylvania area will convert to Gulf in early 2017. Falcon Oil is a family-owned business that
has forged strong ties to its communities, including sponsorships of five local Little League
teams.
“We are dedicated to continuing our growth in the areas surrounding our terminal network and it
is only fitting that we do so with Falcon Oil, a strategic partner of Gulf for nearly 20 years,” said
Meredith L. Sadlowski, SVP of Branded Sales and Marketing at Gulf Oil. “The recent integration
of PPT into our operations has provided us with the opportunity to deliver additional efficiencies
to our premier partners.”
Gulf recently expanded its supply capacity in Pennsylvania with the integration of Pyramid
Products Terminals into its operations, resulting in a refined product storage capacity of nearly
10 million barrels in 11 terminals throughout the state. Partners of Gulf can rely on dependable
supply, flexible product offerings, outstanding customer service, and a commitment to
progressive growth and guaranteed focus on environmental responsibility.
Rodney Passeri, President and Owner of Falcon Oil, said Gulf Oil shares his company’s belief in
supplying reliable fuel and quality service to its customers. “We have been a family-owned

business for 35 years. We feel strongly that partnering with Gulf will not only help us expand but
will also strengthen our long-standing commitment to our community.”
About Gulf Oil
Gulf Oil is a diverse refined products terminaling, storage and logistics business and is a leading
distributor of motor fuels in the United States. Gulf owns and operates a network of 17 terminals
with over 14 million barrels of refined product storage capacity. With its premier terminaling and
logistics platform, Gulf has access to the Mid-Continent, Gulf Coast and the New York Harbor
supply hubs, which translates into competitive and diverse supply options for customers. More
information about Gulf Oil can be found at www.gulfoil.com.
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